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Matt Burkins is Big on
ResearchGate
Looking for reliable data and research
information? Check out ResearchGate,
the free resource for articles on a wide
range of science and technology topics.
Burkins & Associates CEO, Matthew Burkins is a pretty popular guy over there.
Most recently, his Ballistic Testing of SSAB Ultra-High Hardness Steel for
Armor Applications has reached over 9,000 reads. Check out Matt's profile for
more in-depth information on ballistics and armor topics.

Supply Chain Saviors
Is your organization struggling with supply chain issues?
Let Burkins & Associates' staff go on the hunt for you! Recent items we've
successfully found for clients include: small arms reloading propellant, primers,
and aluminum bar stock.
Tell us what you need more of and maybe we can help you out too!

Industry Update
The National Defense Industrial Association
recently named former Deputy Secretary of
Defense David Norquist as its new president and
chief executive. Norquist will take over the role on May 1st. NDIA has more
than 1,700 member organizations and was founded in 1919 as the Army
Ordnance Association. Its mission is to "promote best policies, practices,
products, and technology for warfighters and others who ensure the safety and
security of our nation."

We hope you've enjoyed this newsletter. If you
received this, it's because we've previously
contacted you via email for some reason. The
newsletter is only sent quarterly, so we don't clog
your inbox with a steady stream of messages.
However, if you don't feel our services are relevant to
you any longer, we understand. Feel free to click the UNSUBSCRIBE button at
the bottom of this message.

Thanks for reading, and as always—stay safe!
Your friends at Burkins & Associates Consulting, LLC
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